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Tips & Tricks

See-through bowl  
blank template
I use a round 3⁄8"-thick acrylic template with lines scribed 
on it at 1⁄2" intervals to lay out bowl blanks. It helps me 
see and avoid checks and knots while including areas of 
attractive grain. (The template’s diameter matches my lathe’s 
capacity.) To make the disc, I marked the center, the perimeter, and 
the 1⁄2" increments, and then cut the shape on the bandsaw. I drilled 
a pilot hole in the center and mounted the disc on a faceplate on my 
lathe, using the tailstock to center the piece. With the lathe running 
slowly, I lightly scribed the incremental circles with a parting tool.

To lay out a bowl blank, I position the template 
strategically on the stock, mark the center through 
the template, and note the desired diameter. After 
removing the template, I mark out the circle using 
a layout stick made for that purpose. The stick has 
a screw at the pivoting end and a row of holes spaced 
1⁄2" apart, sized to accept the tip of a marker.
—Chris McKee, Landisville, Pennsylvania

TOP TIP

Attach with 
screw at 
center.

Marker Drill layout stick holes 
to match template 
increments.

Scribe 1⁄2" increments 
with parting 
tool on lathe.

Mark center 
of bowl blank 
through hole.

Acrylic layout 
template, 
3⁄8" thick
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Drill guide for 
flat-bottom bits
Occasionally, I need to drill blind 
holes in a completed project 
using a Forstner or multi-spur 
bit—to install round magnets as 
cabinet catches, for example. The 
problem is that it’s tricky to guide 
a bit like this freehand. I’ve found 
that the solution is to use a guide 
block that I first bore on the drill 
press using the desired bit. Make 
the block oversized enough to 
allow clamping it to your cabinet 
case, panel or other project part. 
When laying out the hole, extend 
the centerlines out beyond the 
perimeter of the hole diameter 
to help you position the block in 
use by aligning it with crosshairs 
on the workpiece. After boring 
through the block, clamp it in 
place and use the same bit to 
drill your blind hole freehand.
—Sara Ducklin, St. 
Paul, Minnesota

Bore guide 
block on 
drill press.

Crosshairs 
target hole 
layout.

Fearless raised-panel routing
If there’s one router table operation that gives me the willies, it’s 
shaping raised panels. The thought of my fingers accidentally 
slipping into a monster cutter spinning at upwards of 10,000 rpm 
prompted me to cobble together this L-shaped wooden guard. What’s 
unusual about it is that it allows use of an overhead featherboard, 
which ensures clean cuts and a panel edge of consistent thickness.

The guard’s notch, which “wraps around” my 3⁄8"-thick 
featherboard, consists of a 3⁄8"-thick cutter cover glued to a 1⁄2"-
thick mounting board that clamps to the router table fence. To 
use the setup, first clamp the featherboard to the fence, applying 
pressure to the workpiece to be routed. Then clamp the guard to 
the fence with the cutter cover sitting just slightly above the work.
—Paul Anthony, senior editor

Featherboard, 
3⁄8" thick

Mounting board 
(1⁄2" thick) clamps 
to fence.

Cutter cover extends 
out over bit in front 
of featherboard.
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A lattice  
drying rack
I was wondering what to do with a 
couple PVC lattice panel scraps left over 
from a deck project, when I realized 
they would make great drying racks. 
I hung them from screws on ceiling 
joists (they could be screwed to wall 
studs instead.), and slipped square 
sticks into their openings to serve 
as supports for work being finished. 
The sticks, which can be arranged 
in any configuration, rest diagonally 
so there’s minimal contact with the 
finished underside of a workpiece. If 
necessary to keep the lattice panels 
from flopping, you can attach a spring 
clamp at each end of at least one stick.
—Serge Duclos, Delson, Québec

Tips & Tricks

Hang lattice 
panels from 
ceiling joist.

Spring clamps 
help secure 
panels.

Arrange stick or 
dowel pattern to 
suit workpieces.
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Simple tapering at the tablesaw
I was working on an outdoor seating project recently that called for 
tapering some 3⁄4"-thick boards. I own a tapering jig, but it wasn’t big 
enough for the job. So, to make the cuts, I used a straight-edged board 
to serve as a guide against the rip fence. After marking out the taper 
on a workpiece, I used double-faced tape to attach on the guide board, 
aligning its fence-bearing edge parallel to my cutline. (If marring the 
workpiece isn’t an issue, you can use nails instead.) At that point, it 
was a simple matter of ripping to the cutline in the usual fashion.
—Mark Clement, Phoenix, Arizona

Tape or tack 
guideboard to 
workpiece parallel 
to cutline.

Taper 
cutline

Workpiece

Guideboard
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